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Salads are perfect for every occasion. These delicious quality recipes provide motivation and
delectable flavor combinations for salads of all kinds including; From cold to hot, side salads to
major meals, 500 Salads is the ultimate guide for anybody who likes their meals fast, healthy,
and refreshing. traditional salads, light salads, warm salads, grain & bean salads, pasta salads,

slaws & shredded salads, main course salads, and fruit salads.
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A cookbook with plenty of options but.. That is a gross misstatement. First, let me point out that
this is a SMALL cookbook despite the 500 recipes -- it's roughly 6 inches tall simply by 6 inches
wide. While "cute" in proportions, it isn't what I had expected (yes, I will have read the
explanation!Fourth, the layout is annoying. At the end of the chapter, that same recipe is used as
the bottom and 4 variants are provided. As is, the dishes are a little lack luster in flavor. For
example, I've substituted olive oil where the recipe calls for canola essential oil. Like all the
books in the series this gives excellent recipes that are customizable if you are familiar with
flavors it Is easy to create your very own variation.My criticism: while there are 500 recipes in
the book, only about 1/4 of these are original or new. The variations are rather lame and anyone
who spends time in the kitchen can think of many of these on his/her very own.The book gives
me a good starting place for deciding what things to make for us meals (such as the lentil salad),
but then I must (absolutely MUST) modify. Let me explain: the reserve is divided into chapter
with each recipe on a full page. 500 recipes can be an huge overstatement. Dull at best First, let
me state (as many others possess stated) this doesn't have 500 salads. 500 SALADS It is a very
nice hard bound book with a paper publication cover. That is definitely not "the only salad
compendium you'll ever want)..Second, it is a awkward size for a book self.Third, generally there
is very little unusal or innovative quality recipes. Perhaps if you are completely new to making
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salad, this would be a decent book to start with, but I think there are better. Plenty of these
recipes are often available in other free assets. I marked hardly any dishes for further review.).
Perfectly done and for those looking for variety in salad you cannot go wrong. I was constantly
flipping back and forth to look at the essential recipe and browse the variations to see easily
liked any of them. Great addition to the 500 recipe series. Four Stars Great reserve! I was
startled to find "500 salads" got almost the same recipes. However "Super Salads" goes beyone
"500 Salads" with range and interest. If you're going to obtain a good reserve for salads, I would
say purchase "Super Salads" instead. I hate food preparation while trying to return and forth
between web pages like this. The 500 salads provides 125 recipes for a number of salads from
everyday to exotic variations. I began making salads the moment i acquired it. Other good
examples: adding fresh garlic, increasing quantity of lemon or apple cider vinegar, etc. This book
offers from side and appetizer salads to complete meal salads from a number of regions around
the country with the biggest concentration being Asian. The variants are at the end of a section
rather than next to the basic recipe.I bought "Super Salads" by Visitors Digest as once. Love it! I
pull this book out at least once weekly for ideas. Well worth the purchase. There are less than
100 fundamental salads with lots of variations. It contains lots of photos and addition
suggestions for the recipes. Five Stars nothing to say ecellent Five Stars Excellent book, great
company. Great book I must say i liked this book plenty of great ideas. I just wish it had more
pictures. Each of the 125 quality recipes provides four minor variants that tweak the item into a
different version by adding a fresh flavor profile.
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